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Digital + Printable Book Unit
Welcome to Book Units Teacher ~ I love teaching! I
especially love interactive notebooks, anchor charts,
hands-on activities, great books, and making learning
fun. Here is the place for me to share some of the things I
love. ~~ Gay Miller
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Thank you for downloading this
sample of The Lemonade War.
Other book units may be found
at
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Gay-Miller
This packet contains graphic organizers for an
interactive notebook and game activities covering
vocabulary, comprehension questions, constructed
response writing, and skill practice. I hope your
students enjoy a book study using the engaging
method of using interactive notebooks.

The Lemonade War
By Jacqueline Davies

Genre ~ Fiction – Comedy and Humor
Subjects and Theme ~ Sibling Rivalry,
Competition
Reading Level ~ Scholastic Level S
Lexile ~ 630L
Interest Level ~ Grades: 4 – 5
Ages: 9 - 12
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Boom Learning

The vocabulary and comprehension questions for this unit have been
created using Boom Learning. Click on the covers on the next page to
get your Boom Learning Decks.
Boom Cards liv e in the cloud. They can't be printed. They play on most
modern browsers, Android, iPads, iPhones, and Kindle Fires. You open a
Boom Learning account to play them (to protect the children). Create
Fast Play pins to assign your Boom Cards to students.
Boom Learning also has premium accounts. Premium accounts offer
adv anced assignment tools, indiv idual and whole class performance
tracking, and more. If you are a new Boom Learning customer, when
you redeem your Boom Cards purchase you get 90-day free trial of a
premium account. When your trial ends, you can renew or mov e to a
free account. You may upgrade, downgrade or cancel at any time.
Free accounts use purchased Boom Cards with Fast Play pins.

Google Slides

The constructed response questions and all skill lessons except context
clues for this unit have been created using Google Slides.
A student packet containing comprehension questions and
constructed response wiring prompts without CCSS is offered through
Google Slides. You can assign this packet to students to help with
distance learning. [Note: This packet is not editable.]
This unit contains 5 v ideo lessons. The v ideos are embedded in Google
Slides. Each v ideo slide is followed by a digital organizer for students to
learn the rules for the skills that are taught. The printable organizers are
offered as Google Slides. All text can be edited before printing with
these organizers.
Following a series of lessons, students practice their skills through
games, activ ities, and traditional worksheets. Select between digital or
printable v ersions of these activ ities.
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Lesson Plans at a Glance
Due to the extra practice with suffixes, this unit is divided a little differently. One
row of the chart equals 1 day of lessons.
Read

Vocabulary List
&
Vocabulary Booklet

Chapter 1

humiliate

Chapter 2

competition

Chapter 3
Chapter 4

optimist

Page 1

miser

Chapter 6

coordinate

Chapter 7

survey

Chapter 8

franchise

Chapter 9

cranky

Chapter 10

converge

Chapter 11

busybody
sluice

Chapter 14 entrepreneur

Spelling Rule
Y to I

Summarizin
g
Chapters
3-4

Perspective

Sentences
[fragments]
-logy
Sentences
[simple,
compound,
or complex]

Comparing
Characters

Page 3
Chapters
5-6
Pages 45

-ness
Sentences
[run-ons]

Setting
Chapters
7-8

Page 6

Point of
View

-ment
Capitalizing
Places

Acrostic
Chapters
9-10

Course of
Action

-hood
Context
Clues Example

Figurative
Language

Page 7

Page 8

-dom
Proverbs
and Adages

Theme

Chapters
13-14

Skill Practice

-ship

Chapters
11-12
reprimand

Suffix
Practice

Mood

Page 2

Chapter 12
Chapter 13

Constructed
Response
Question

Chapters
1-2

hybrid

Chapter 5

Comprehens
ion Quiz

Plot
Developme
nt

Vocabulary Test
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Review
with
Video +
Organizer
Lesson

Chapters 13-14 [reprimand and entrepreneur]
1. Matching - Write a, b, c, d, e, or f in each blank to
match the best word to its synonym/definitions.
_______ businessperson

a) reprimand

_______ unite

b) cranky

_______ gossip

c) busybody

_______ bad-tempered

d) entrepreneur

_______ controlled water

e) converge

_______ talking-to

f) sluice

Chapters 1-2 [humiliate and competition]
1. Circle six words in the box that are synonyms of
humiliate.
exalt

disgrace

admire

embarrass

shame

put down

grace

degrade

honor

dishonor

distinguish

glorify


2. Sort the words from the box by their meanings.


Fill in the blanks with one of the vocabulary words. You
may need to add endings such as –ed or –s to the words.
2. The teacher ___________________ us for talking too
much in class.
3. Some famous ___________________ include Andrew
Carnegie who built up a steel business in the late 1800s,
Bill Gates who was the leader of the software company
Microsoft, and Walt Disney who created the first
feature-length animated movies.
4. The ___________________ gate controlled the water
levels and flow rate of the river.
5. He gets ___________________ when he doesn’t get
enough sleep.
6. Everyone ___________________ in the parking lot to
wish the team good luck before they headed out of town
for the big game.
7. The neighborhood ___________________ is telling
everyone that we are selling our house.

antagonism

challenge

other side

match

opposition

tournament

Competition meaning
Rivalry

Competition meaning
Contest

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________


3. Is competition used correctly in the sentences?
True or False
_______ Prices are lower on this side of town due to the
competition between the stores.
_______ Bill sized up the competition before the game
to see what he was up against.
_______ They felt working together competition was
their reason for success.
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Chapters 13-14 [reprimand and entrepreneur]

Chapters 1-2 [humiliate and competition]

1. Matching - Write a, b, c, d, e, or f in each blank
to
match
the
best
word
to
its
synonym/definitions.

1. Circle six words in the box that are synonyms of humiliate.

___d___ businessperson

a) reprimand

exalt

disgrace

admire

___e___ unite

b) cranky

embarrass

shame

put down

___c___ gossip

c) busybody

grace

degrade

honor

___b___ bad-tempered

d) entrepreneur

dishonor

distinguish

glorify

___f___ controlled water

e) converge

___a___ talking-to

f) sluice


2. Sort the words from the box by their meanings.


Fill in the blanks with one of the vocabulary words. You
may need to add endings such as –ed or –s to the
words.
2. The teacher ___reprimanded___ us for talking too
much in class.
3. Some famous ____entrepreneurs___ include
Andrew Carnegie who built up a steel business in
the late 1800s, Bill Gates who was the leader of the
software company Microsoft, and Walt Disney who
created the first feature-length animated movies.
4. The ____sluice____ gate controlled the water levels
and flow rate of the river.
5. He gets ____cranky____ when he doesn’t get
enough sleep.
6. Everyone ___converged____ in the parking lot to
wish the team good luck before they headed out of
town for the big game.
7. The neighborhood ______busybody_____ is telling
everyone that we are selling our house.

antagonism

challenge

other side

match

opposition

tournament

Competition meaning
Rivalry

Competition meaning
Contest

opposition

match

antagonism

tournament

other side

challenge


3. Is competition used correctly in the sentences?
True or False
___T___ Prices are lower on this side of town due to the
competition between the stores.
___T___ Bill sized up the competition before the game
to see what he was up against.
___F___ They felt working together competition was
their reason for success.
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Chapter 1 ~ Constructed Response – Mood

What moods are present in Chapter 1? List three moods and give examples of how the
author tried to create this mood.

Evidence
• _______________________________________________
Mood
________
________
________
________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Evidence
• _______________________________________________

Mood
________
________
________
________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Evidence
• _______________________________________________
Mood

________
________
________
________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

C C SS.ELA-Literacy.RL.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to
the text as the basis for the answers.
C C SS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and
when drawing inferences from the text.
C C SS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.1 Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when
drawing inferences from the text.
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The Lemonade War ~ Chapters 1-2
1. A good title for Chapter 1 could be ---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

The Ballgame
Hiding Out
A Wonderful Summer Vacation
Making Lemonade

2. Chapters 1-2 are mostly told from which point
of view?
a.
b.
c.
d.

1s t
2 nd
3 rd - limited only Evan’s thoughts
3 rd - A narrator tells the story through
different characters’ perspectives.

4. Why is Chapter 2 most likely titled “Breakup?”

3. True or False

a. Evan’s helmet is broken when his mom
runs over it with the car.
b. Evan breaks away from the traditional use
of the table to create his lemonade stand.
c. Jessie’s heart is broken when Charlotte
dies.
d. Evan breaks away from the lemonade
business with his sister to team up with
Scott.
5. Read this passage from Chapter 2.
6. Sequence the following events from Chapter 2
by numbering them in the correct order.
And it was two days ago that the letter had
arrived.
_____ Mom explains that Jessie and Evan will be
in the same class during the upcoming school
This passage introduces ----.
year.
_____ Two days later, Evan is still upset with
a. a figurative phrase
Jessie.
b. foreshadowing
c. a flashback
_____ The mailman delivers a letter from Jessie
d. a cliffhanger
and Evan’s school to Mom.
_____ Scott and Evan won’t let Jessie help them
with the lemonade stand.
_____ Evan locks himself in his room.
_____ Evan is upset because he and his younger
sister are going into the same class in 4 th grade.
_____ Jessie tries to avoid Evan until he cools
down.
_____ Mom expected Evan and Jessie to be in
the same class.

7. Identify the type of figurative phrase for 8. Which word best describes why Evan does not
each passage from Chapters 1-2 by writing a
want his sister to be in his class at school?
letter in each blank using this key.
a. embarrassed
S - simile
I - idiom
b. terror
M - metaphor
O - onomatopoeia
c. phobia
P - personification
A - alliteration
d. noble
Why did you select this word? Provide proof from
_____ the pins-and-needles prickling in his
text.
fingers
_______________________________________
_____ It was like having a chestful of bats,
beating their wings, fighting to get out.
_______________________________________
_____ He felt a tiny flame of anger shoot up and
lick his face.
_______________________________________
_____ … it was "all Greek" to her.
_____ It was like some giant had blown his hot, _______________________________________
stinky breath on her.
_______________________________________
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Answer Keys for
Comprehension and
Writing
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Chapter 1 ~ Constructed Response – Mood

What moods are present in Chapter 1? List three moods and give examples of how the
author tried to create this mood.

Evidence

Mood

• Evan hides out in the basement to 'escape' being around
his sister. He doesn't turn the lights on. When his sister
comes looking for him Evan "held his breath. He lay
completely still."

need to
be alone

Evidence
• The narrator tells the reader that a heatwave came
through a week earlier.
Mood

hot and
irritable

• Quote - It was that kind of weather: giving-up kind of
weather.

• Descriptive Language - A thin spider web of sweat draped
itself over his forehead, spreading into his hair.

Evidence
• The title of this chapter "Slump" is a clue that sets the
mood. Evan is feeling down.
Mood
upset

• Evan wants to tell his sister to "BUG OFF!"
• The narrator describes Evan's growing anger at his sister.
He has mixed emotions - "Part of him wanted to stuff a
sock in his mouth, and part of him wanted to deck his
sister." The reader does not know why Evan is upset with
his sister at this point in the story.

C C SS.ELA-Literacy.RL.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to
the text as the basis for the answers.
C C SS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and
when drawing inferences from the text.
C C SS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.1 Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when
drawing inferences from the text.
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The Lemonade War ~ Chapters 1-2
1. A good title for Chapter 1 could be ---.
a.
b.
c.
d.

The Ballgame
Hiding Out
A Wonderful Summer Vacation
Making Lemonade

3. True or False

2. Chapters 1-2 are mostly told from which point
of view?
1s t
2 nd
3 rd - limited only Evan’s thoughts
3 rd - A narrator tells the story through
different characters’ perspectives.
4. Why is Chapter 2 most likely titled “Breakup?”
a.
b.
c.
d.

a. Evan’s helmet is broken when his mom
runs over it with the car.
b. Evan breaks away from the traditional use
of the table to create his lemonade stand.
c. Jessie’s heart is broken when Charlotte
dies.
d. Evan breaks away from the lemonade
business with his sister to team up with
Scott.
5. Read this passage from Chapter 2.
6. Sequence the following events from Chapter 2
by numbering them in the correct order.
And it was two days ago that the letter had
arrived.
___2___ Mom explains that Jessie and Evan will
be in the same class during the upcoming school
This passage introduces ----.
year.
___4___ Two days later, Evan is still upset with
a. a figurative phrase
Jessie.
b. foreshadowing
c. a flashback
___1___ The mailman delivers a letter from
d. a cliffhanger
Jessie and Evan’s school to Mom.
___5___ Scott and Evan won’t let Jessie help
them with the lemonade stand.
___3___ Evan locks himself in his room.
___T__ Evan is upset because he and his
younger sister are going into the same class in
4 th grade.
___F__ Jessie tries to avoid Evan until he cools
down.
___F__ Mom expected Evan and Jessie to be in
the same class.

7. Identify the type of figurative phrase for 8. Which word best describes why Evan does not
each passage from Chapters 1-2 by writing a
want his sister to be in his class at school?
letter in each blank using this key.
a. embarrassed
S - simile
I - idiom
b. terror
M - metaphor
O - onomatopoeia
c. phobia
P - personification
A - alliteration
d. noble
___I___ the pins-and-needles prickling in his
fingers

Why did you select this word? Provide proof from
text.

___S___ It was like having a chestful of bats,
beating their wings, fighting to get out.

Jessie had to help Evan do his math homework.
He most likely thinks his ‘much younger’ sister
will be a better student than him.

___P___ He felt a tiny flame of anger shoot up
and lick his face.
___I___ … it was "all Greek" to her.
___S___ It was like some giant had blown his
hot, stinky breath on her.
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13.

Credits

Microsoft
Office
Clipart
Gallery
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Visit me on

http://www.pinterest.com/l
indagaymiller/

Visit my website at

http://bookunitsteacher.com/
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